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24th October 2017 

The Chairman 

Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs 

4 Harvest Terrace,  West Perth  WA 6005 

The Hon Matthew Swinbourn, MLC 

 

Dear Sir, 

Petition 011 - Wave Park Alfred Cove 

Comment on City of Melville Response to Petition 011  

Here is a commentary by the Alfred Cove Action Group on the response dated 18th September 2017 

by the City of Melville to Petition 011 – Wave Park at Alfred Cove. 

This comment relates to the response by the City of Melville and so is confined mainly to the 

management and conduct of the City in its handling of this project.  This constitutes a submission on 

the Public Affairs aspect of the petition. 

Further submission relating to the environmental aspects of the Wave Park will be made by the 

Alfred Cove Action Group in the near future. 

 

 

Regards, 

 

 

David Maynier 

Alfred Cove Action Group 
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Summary 
The City of Melville in its response to this petition 011 provides a step by step outline of how the City 

has systematically manipulated three projects, its Bowls Strategy, the Wave Park and its Tompkins 

Park Concept Plan in order to circumvent legislation, disregard professional advice, misinform 

Council and ratepayers and override community opposition. The City has worked steadily to progress 

the project to the benefit of the wave park developer and to the detriment of ratepayers and the 

wider Perth community.  

This alone provides sufficient reason why the project should not proceed on grounds of probity, non-

compliance with legislation, abuse of process and governance failure, which are addressed by the 

commentary provided. There are other powerful environmental and planning reasons why the 

project is unsuitable in its location at Alfred Cove, but these are addressed elsewhere. 
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Introduction 
The City maintains the fiction that the City’s Bowls Strategy, the Wave 

Park and the City’s Tompkins Park Concept Plan are three distinct and 

unrelated projects. This may have been true in early 2104, but is 

demonstrably not the case ever since the Wave Park Group presented 

its concept to the City in October 2014. Pressure was promptly applied 

by CEO Dr Shayne Silcox to the Bowls Club in November 2014 to 

relocate. Wave Park Group director and major shareholder Mr Andrew 

Ross has openly stated that the Tompkins Park location was his 

objective from that time, and has recently confirmed this by stating that there is no other option in 

WA if the application for Tompkins Park does not succeed.  

The relationship between the projects was further cemented when the drafting of the Bowls 

Strategy was knowingly entrusted by the City to two Wave Park shareholders.  

The Tompkins Park Concept Plan, having been discussed for some years without meaningful action, 

has now been crystallised in response to the immediate need to clear the bowls club site and a large 

area of Tompkins Park playing fields to make way for the wave park. That the three projects have 

been closely and inextricably integrated in the context of, and indeed before, the wave park 

application of June 2016 is now beyond question, but continues to be denied by the City. 

The numbered comments in this submission refer to the numbers inserted into the copy of the City 

of Melville document headed: 

“CITY OF MELVILLE RESPONSE TO PETITION NO.11 – WAVE PARK, ALFRED” (sic). 

and should be read in conjunction with the annotated copy of the City’s document attached.  

Comment 1  - Conflict of Interest 
At the Council meeting of 21 June 2016 the Council approved the City of Melville Bowls Strategy 

2016. This was co-authored by Mr Todd Cahoon, a manager employed by the City of Melville and Mr 

Darren Monument, principal of ABV Consultants. ABV was retained by City officers who were 

employed in Mr Cahoon’s department and responsible to Mr Cahoon. 

Mr Cahoon and Mr Monument are business partners, each being one of three shareholders in DTG 

Management No2 Pty Ltd. DTG in turn owned shares in the proponent of the Wave Park, Wave Park 

Group Pty Ltd (WPG) until September 2016, months after the Bowls Strategy was approved by 

Council, and the Wave Park Group had submitted its expression of interest to the City. 

Facebook records (since removed) show that Mr Cahoon is also a good friend of the major 

shareholder and chief executive of Wave Park Group, Mr Andrew Ross, with regular social contact 

between the two over several years. 

The first of several wave park presentations made by WPG to the City took place in October 2014. 

In June 2016 the Bowls Strategy Report recommended that the Melville Bowling Club be relocated to 

Tompkins Park and alternative uses be investigated for the current site. 

There can be little doubt that Messrs Cahoon and Monument were well aware of the opportunity 

that this proposal created for WPG. 

The matter was referred to the CCC who found that a conflict of interest existed, and that Mr 

Cahoon had declared it, presumably at some time before the Bowls Strategy Report was 

commissioned, and that no action should be taken against Mr Cahoon. 

Commentary on City’s Response 

The numbered commentary refers 

to the highlighted numbers inserted 

into the text of the City’s response 

which is attached to this document  
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The CCC announcement (dated 13 September 2017) is silent on any conflict arising from the business 

relationship between Messrs Cahoon and Monument, also on any conflict of interest Mr Monument 

might have arising from his position as a consultant to the City and a shareholder in WPG at the time 

of preparing and presenting the report. 

The CEO Dr Shayne Silcox was aware of Cahoon’s financial interests, but no interest was disclosed at 

the Council meeting of 21 June 2016 when the report was considered and approved, nor is any 

recorded in the minutes. The Local government Act 1995 (LGA) requires that financial interests be 

declared at the time, or immediately before, a matter is considered by Council. The City’s Code of 

Conduct requires that contractors and consultants declare any relevant interests, which would apply 

to Mr Monument as well. 

Comment 2  - Prompt Proposal - was the proposal “unsolicited”? 
The City’s statement here omits relevant information. In fact, within days of the approval of the 

Bowls Strategy, Wave Park Group Pty Ltd submitted an expression of interest to build a wave park 

on the site of the Melville bowling Club. On 23rd August 2017 WPG made a further secret 

presentation to Councillors and shortly thereafter the City wrote to WPG inviting a proposal from 

WPG (Business Case, section 1, page 3). At the time of the expression of interest in June 2016, WPG 

had been discussing proposals with the City for over twenty months since October 2014. 

Comment 3 – UrbnSurf or Wave park Group? 
This is an important misinformation by the City in most places where it appears (see Comment 14 on 

Lease agreement). The proposal was not submitted by URBNSURF, but by Wave Park Group Pty Ltd, 

which has significant legal implications. 

Comment 4 – Future Income Stream and Undisclosed Costs 
There are significant questions about the long term income stream due to undisclosed costs at the 

time of the business case and later when the $9.42 million cost of the Tompkins Park redevelopment 

was approved.  

The wave park business case states that the net present value (NPV) of the $700,000pa wave park 

rental for the 30 year lease term is $9.61 million (Business Case item 5 page 12). 

Expenditure committed by the City to redevelop Tompkins Park to accommodate the wave park by 1 

October 2018 is $9.42 million. (Council meeting minutes 20 June 2017) 

The City has an additional commitment of $200,000 for removal of contaminated material from the 

Bowling Club site (Lease agreement clause 9.6(2)) 

So the entire 30 year rental income is worth less than the immediate investment to prepare the site. 

The 20 June 2017 minutes show that the wave park site preparation will be funded as follows: 

  $ 700,000 Grant from Department of Sport and Recreation 

$7,275,000 Transfer from the Land and Property Reserve  

$1,445,500 Transfer from the Public Open Space Reserve 

$9,420,500 Total Expenditure Budget 
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The $8.72million reserve funding attracts interest at a   “rate being set at what would have been 
charged by the Western Australian Treasury Corporation for the term of the borrowing using the 
Semi Annual Annuity interest rate” . This is currently a fraction over 4%, producing a finance cost of 
approximately $350,000 per year. From this we deduct an estimated $50,000 pa rate income from 
the wave park and the ratepayer subsidises the wave park by about $300,000 per year from the 
outset. 

Another undisclosed cost is the purchase of the Crown Land to make up the full Wave Park Site. This 

is yet to be valued by the Valuer General. If the price is based upon the (low) rental value as 

determined by McGees for the Wave Park, at about $16 per sq m per year, then a purchase price for 

the 3315sq m crown land lot could be over $1 million, which will add further to the cash flow deficit. 

The City’s cash flow projection which has been provided as Attachment 7 to the City’s submission 

offers a very different vision which could be analysed and debated at length. The important 

observation is that Attachment 7 is distinctly at variance with the funding arrangements approved by 

Council on 20 June 2017. It could be argued that either Attachment 7 or the officers report to 

Council on 20 June 2017 is in error and / or has been produced with the intention to mislead. 

Comment 5 – Finance Costs not disclosed 
The Business Case states “Once the lease is in place there would no further ongoing financial costs to 

the City” (Business Case section 5, page 12). This is contradicted by the cash flow provided at 

attachment 7, regardless of questions relating to the numbers used, and by the reasoning in 

Comment 4 above,  that show that finance costs are payable, yet have not been disclosed in the 

Business Case.   This puts the Business Case in contravention of LGA s3.59. 

Comment 6 – PWC Risk Assessment 
The City employed PWC to perform a detailed risk assessment of the WPG proposal, yet in the City’s 

Wave Park Business Case the risk analysis refers to that presented by WPG. PWC has been ignored. 

Needless to say, the proponent WPG found that all risks were either of little consequence or could 

be competently managed by WPG. PWC appears to have advised otherwise. 

The executive summary of the PWC risk assessment lists twelve items of concern. Three of these 

have been redacted by the City.  Of the remaining nine items, eight have been inadequately dealt 

with (or simply ignored) in the business case and/or lease agreement, as set out below. 

 Relocation of the Bowling Clubs – The $9.42 million cost of this is detailed in the Tompkins 

Park Concept plan, approved by Council on 20th June 2017. The LGA s3.59 requires that a 

business case be advertised with details of what the project will cost and no estimate of this 

level of cost is provided in the wave park business case. This is a major omission from the 

business case and the business case is in breach of s3.59. 

In the event of a significant change, s.3.59 stipulates that the major land transaction be 

readvertised, which has not occurred, so the City remains in breach of the LGA for not 

acknowledging this change. 

 Purchase of Crown Land – the City has only recently (September-October 2017) made 

application to buy the Crown Land needed to meet its preconditions for the lease 

agreement. Once again, the cost or estimated cost of this element is not identified in the 

Business Case, though the need for the transfer is. In the event that there is any cost, it 

represents a significant change requiring readvertising. So once again the City is in breach of 

the LGA by non disclosure of the cost in the business case and/or by its failure to readvertise 

before signing an agreement.  The risk identified by PWC has not been addressed.  
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 “The proponent is relatively unknown”. What is known of the proponent’s major 

shareholder and chief executive is that he was a director and CEO of a company Elixir 

Petroleum Limited listed on the Australian Stock Exchange. During his tenure from 2007 to 

2013 the value of the Elixir share price fell from about $7 to about 50c. The legacy he left 

saw the price decline further to just a few cents today. Such destruction of shareholder 

value would surely raise alarm bells for any prospective business partner, yet City of Melville 

proceeded regardless to commit valuable ratepayer assets, land and capital, to this project. 

 “The Proposal in itself is a new concept to Australia”. This is a clear warning that the 

business of government is not to engage in untried hence high risk ventures.  

 “The Proponent has exclusive rights to the technology”. A warning that should things go 

wrong, the City (or others) may not have ongoing access to the technology needed to 

maintain and operate the wave park. This has been overlooked in the lease agreement.  

 “The current Offer incorporates Conditions Precedent which are the responsibility of City of 

Melville and present risk and financial exposure; “  Under the lease agreement the City is 

bound to deliver the site to the lessor by 1st October 2018. This involves expenditure of 

$9.42 million to rearrange Tompkins Park plus the additional cost of buying the Crown Land. 

By this time Urbnsurf has NO commitments to meet, and can terminate the agreement at 

any time without penalty. (See agreement clause 2(1)(b) ). The City is totally exposed. This is 

a fundamentally unbalanced allocation of risk.  

 The rent guarantee is the only item on this list that has been addressed in the lease, but the 

corresponding Rehabilitation Guarantee is very poorly handled, with a conflict of validity 

dates, no value determined, and no definition of its applicability. 

 “The current Offer may not maximise the revenue generation potential to the City” . This 
concern is also shared by the Valuer McGees, but ignored by the City in both instances. 
There appears to have been no attempt by the City to negotiate the amount offered by 
WPG, which is widely regarded as being well below the potential value of the land. 

 “There are potential environmental issues…..”. The City has entirely abrogated any 
responsibility for environmental assessment or management. The lease agreement makes 
no reference to the surrounding nature reserves or heritage properties. There is no 
provision in the lease for protection of neighbouring land nor is there any reference to the 
environmental significance of the site or its surrounds. The project may fail on 
environmental grounds even after the City has spent its ratepayers money on preparing the 
site. 

The detail of the PWC report contains further issues, some of which have been addressed and some 

not, but the fundamental concerns, as highlighted by the executive summary, have been overlooked. 

Comment 7 – Economic Impact Assessment 
There is some credibility issue here. The City claims to have used this in its due diligence assessment, 

yet the document is dated March 2017, well after the Council authorised the CEO to negotiate a 

ground lease agreement with WPG. Any due diligence would have been conducted before the 

Business Case was prepared in November 2016, as has been claimed by the City. 

With regard to the report itself, any economic benefit it describes could only occur if the project is 

successful, which other indicators call into doubt. The report does not look at all costs - for example, 

costs to the City of replacing the bowling club, environmental costs, loss of amenity to local 

residents, increased traffic congestion costs etc etc. 

The report is non-compliant with generally accepted standards in that State Treasury Guidelines 

require that multipliers should not be used in economic analysis as in the absence of the money 

being spent here, it would be spent elsewhere. Only direct benefits should be counted.  
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This report is clearly no more than a bit of retrospective window dressing and can have played little 

part in the City’s due diligence. 

Comment 8 – Independent Valuation 
The City claims an “Independent valuation of the of the ground lease value of the site” was prepared, 

but while the valuer may be independent, the valuation is not.  

In its brief to the valuer, the City clearly directs the valuer that the valuation is to 

 “underpin the value if the ground lease proposal is advertised via public notice by the City”  (City’s 

valuation brief, item 6 Valuation Assumptions and Scope – first paragraph) 

and again in the second paragraph, that  

“The valuation is to be on the basis of the function and use of the proposed facility………” .  

Details of the WPG proposal were provided to the valuer, as were details of other WPG proposed 

wave park sites in Sydney and Melbourne. 

So the valuer followed instructions and prepared a valuation that matched the WPG offer, but not 

without protest. The valuer qualified the valuation report with the statement: 

  “..we highlight that our assessment of rental value has recognised the proposed use. Should this use 

potential change, this could have a significant impact on the rental potential.” (Valuation report 

section 18, page 48) 

It appears from this that the valuer may share the widely held view that the site is valued 

significantly below its potential. 

Significantly, the valuer also advised that:  

“City of Melville appoints an experienced Property Manager / Lease Negotiator to negotiate some of 

the key terms of the proposed Wave park Group’s offer” (Valuation report section 18, page 47) 

and again that: 

“City of Melville seeks further legal advice associated with converting the offer to lease into a binding 

lease agreement”  (Valuation report section 18, page 48) 

The deficiencies in the lease agreement (Comment 14) suggest that this  advice may have been 

ignored. 

Comment 9 – Professional and Legal Advice 
The City claims to have included “legal advice on the structure and ground lease and development 

agreement”, in the course of its due diligence analysis. 

These are carefully chosen words, and their meaning is not entirely clear.  

What is clear is that the professional advice provided by PWC, as outlined in Comment 6 above was 

substantially put aside. It is also clear that the advice provided by the valuer McGees as outlined in 

Comment 8 above was also ignored.  

The name of a reputable law firm appears on the lease agreement, but the involvement of that firm 

in the negotiation of the lease terms is uncertain. It is possible that they were constrained by the 

fact the major terms of the lease are locked in by the Business Case (see Comment 11 below). 

It is also pertinent that, in the very short period allowed to Councillors to review the draft lease 

agreement before voting to approve it, certain councillors requested, but were denied, the approval 

of the CEO Dr Shayne Silcox to seek independent legal advice on the draft lease terms. 

Whilst paying for professional advice, and using this fact to justify its outcomes, the City 

nevertheless appears to have disregarded or pre-empted the advice provided in many instances. 
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Comment 10 – Due Diligence by the City of Melville 
The most elementary and basic due diligence to be performed on a commercial proposition would 

address the following questions: 

The proponent: 

 Is he well known to us? (see PWC note at comment 6 above)) 

 What is his track record? (See above) 

 Does he have experience in this type of business? (No) 

 Does he have a suitable organisation to implement this proposal? (No – a very small 

organisation and none with wave park experience or project execution experience) 

The technology: 

 Is it tried and proven? (No – only two wave parks have used this provider, both recently 

opened. Radically different but secret new technology now proposed, not used before in any 

commercial application.) 

 What has been the experience of other projects using this technology provider? (Frequent 

and protracted shut downs, leaks, floods, litigation etc. ) 

 Can we assess, observe or judge anything about the technology? (No, it is a closely guarded 

secret) 

Finance: 

 Does the proponent have the finance available to implement this proposal? (WPG has $3.6 

million in share capital) 

 What other financial commitments does proponent have? (To develop three wave parks 

simultaneously with total capital commitment of about $90million) 

 Is he likely to be able to raise the finance? (No, for all the reasons outlined above) 

The project conspicuously fails on these most basic of tests. 

The conclusion must be that the City is speculating in an extraordinarily high risk venture using 

irreplaceable ratepayer assets. 

The competence, and indeed the motivation, of those who claim that due diligence has been 

satisfactorily performed by the City of Melville must be questioned. 

Comment 11 – The City of Melville Business Case 
The business case is a crucial document in a major land transaction. Section 3.59(6) of the LGA has 

the effect of making the business case binding on the project execution. Any significant departure 

from the business case requires a return to the advertising stage.  

The City’s business case was widely criticised at the time of its publication for a range of reasons, 

some of which have been detailed in these comments. The list includes 

 Inadequate due diligence – very brief description as above 

 Superficial risk analysis – see above – the proponents risk analysis was used, in preference to 

the PWC study which was kept secret by the City 

 Misrepresentation of stakeholder and community consultation 

 Incomplete information, costs not disclosed – such as the cost of bowls club relocation and 

purchase of land 

 Lack of environmental assessment 

 Biased terms in proposed lease agreement 

 Commercial unviability of Wave Park  
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 Secrecy of key documents – important documents such as the Valuation report, PWC risk 

analysis were kept secret, to be released months later, after the lease was signed, in 

response to FOI requests. 

While public comment was invited, the deficiencies in the business case, which appears to have 

been largely copied and pasted from the WPG proposal (still kept secret), ensured that public 

comment was based on a highly misleading and incomplete document. All of the criticisms listed 

above have proven to be well founded. 

Furthermore, the business case is not compliant with section 3.59 of the LGA in that: 

 There are major omissions: 

o $9.42 million cost (or reasonable estimate) of Bowls Club relocation not disclosed 

o Cost of Crown land purchase (or reasonable estimate) not disclosed  

o Finance cost of capital (or reasonable estimate) for above not disclosed 

o Other ongoing costs by City of Melville denied 

 The wrong proponent is named – the proponent is named in the business case as Wave Park 

Group Pty Ltd, while the lease agreement is with Urbnsurf (Perth) Pty Ltd – a different legal 

person and a significant change from the business case for several reasons, including lack of 

capital and significantly higher financial risk. 

 The wrong proponent was advertised – this is a separate argument from the one above as 

the LGA is specific on the requirements for advertising the parties to a major land 

transaction. 

So in addition to its evident shortcomings in providing a fair, accurate and impartial view of the 

proposed project, the business case also suffers serious legal deficiencies. 

Given the importance of the business case in prescribing and locking in the terms of the major land 

transaction, the rejection by the City of professional advice (comment 9 above), its elementary 

failure of due diligence (Comment  10 above), and its suppression of public comment (Comment 12 

below), shows a remarkable dereliction by the City of any duty of care to its ratepayers.  

Comment 12 – Public Submissions 
The public submission process was, and continues to be (as illustrated by the City’s present 

document to the Committee), cynically misrepresented by the City of Melville. 

Significant features of the submission process are: 

 Some 3,676 submissions were processed, assessed, audited and reported upon by City 

officers in a mere four working days. 

 Written request to the CEO Dr Shayne Silcox on how and by whom the submissions would be 

assessed was, and remains, unanswered. 

 Councillors were initially denied access to the submissions, with the CEO Dr Shayne Silcox 

suggesting that they should use the Freedom of Information process to see them. 

 Access by Councillors was subsequently offered, but was made conditional and 

inconvenient. Few, if any, Councillors were able to make use of this access in the few days 

available before voting on the report. 

 Access by the ratepayers and public was denied. 

 A freedom of information request by ratepayers for access was obfuscated, delayed and 

frustrated by the City, with the City at one point quoting $43,000 as the cost of meeting the 

FOI request. The request was eventually met but only after considerable delay. 
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 Requests by ratepayers to address the Agenda Briefing Forum (a common practice and a 

ratepayer entitlement) at which the City’s report on the submissions was to be discussed 

were denied by the City officers for patently spurious reasons, thereby barring an important 

opportunity for ratepayers to express concerns. 

Analysis by ratepayers of the 3026 submissions FOR the wave park revealed that the overwhelming 

majority (over 97%) of these were in the form a of a one-line electronic petition with the words “I 

support the proposal to develop URBNSURF at Tompkins Park”, but with no reason provided for this, 

nor even that it was about a wave park. Of the remainder, after elimination of duplicates etc, there 

were a mere 54 submissions that provided even one reason for supporting a wave park. On average 

there were two reasons per submission, such as “It’s a Godsend”, or “Great Idea”, or “ No Sharks”. 

By comparison, many of the submissions AGAINST were well-reasoned, educated arguments against 

locating the wave park at Alfred Cove. 

Section 3.59 (5) of the Local government Act states :       “(5)     After the last day for submissions, the 

local government is to consider any submissions made and may decide* to proceed with the 

undertaking or transaction as proposed or so that it is not significantly different from what was 

proposed.          
* Absolute majority required. “ 

The City officers treated the submissions exercise as a poll, giving all submissions equal weight and 

summarising the arguments FOR and AGAINST with a bland list of nine items each and no discussion, 

as evidenced by Attachment 4a to the City’s response to the Committee. Significantly, any 

submission critical of the City’s due diligence or business case received no mention, nor did the 

considerable public concern about misuse of public open space, whilst some items in the City’s list of 

nine FOR arguments could not be found in the FOR submissions themselves. 

An important letter from the Director General of the (then) DPaW outlining the approval process for 

the wave park development application was listed in the report, but never shown to Councillors. 

In short,  

 The City officers’ treatment of the submissions was perfunctory.  

 The exercise was treated by the City officers as a poll and not for the consideration by 

Council of submissions 

 The report on the submissions was superficial in the extreme and calculated to mislead 

 Councillors were not given adequate access to review or consider the submissions   

 The City’s officers misrepresented the submissions to the Councillors and so subverted the 

intention of the LGA that Councillors should consider them and make an informed decision 

 Ratepayers were denied a customary opportunity to express concerns. 

From the public’s viewpoint the exercise of submissions was reduced to a farce. 

Comment 13 – Lease Negotiation 
Authority for the CEO Dr Shane Silcox to negotiate a lease was granted by Council on 21sth February 

2017. On that occasion the City Officers recommendation was that Council:  

By absolute majority decision authorises the Chief Executive Officer to proceed with 
the drafting and executing the ground lease agreement with Wave Park Group Pty Ltd; 

Fortunately, the Council amended the recommendation to require its review of any draft agreement 

prior to execution, but the recommendation reflects a disregard for normal standards of governance 

at the city of Melville. 
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Negotiation of lease terms would be influenced to a significant extent by the deficiencies of the 

business case (see comment 11 above). It is understood that the same person/s responsible for 

authorship of the business case were also responsible for the lease negotiation, which again raises 

questions regarding governance, especially in light of  the officer’s recommendation above. 

The opportunity to secure favourable terms was further hampered by the stated desire of CEO Dr 

Shayne Silcox and Mayor Russel Aubrey to achieve a lease agreement as an outcome (thereby 

precluding the legitimate and tactical possibility of not reaching agreement) at the earliest 

opportunity, their evident partisanship toward WPG and the precipitate haste in which the 

negotiation was progressed. This posture would be a significant handicap to any City negotiators 

from the outset and is surprisingly indiscreet action by these senior officers. 

In the event, after approval to negotiate was granted on 21 Feb 2017 and the agreement was 

executed on 11 April 2017, a total of 7 weeks. This is a remarkably short time for conclusion of a 

multi-million dollar 50-year agreement, particularly one with a high level of public interest and 

controversy. 

The advice by the valuer McGees to employ competent professional negotiators (Comments 8 and 9 

above) does not seem to have been followed. 

The officers recommendation to Council to approve the lease included such terms as: 

(2) The Lessor and the Lessee agree that the Lessee’s Conditions Precedent are for 
the benefit of the Lessee and may be waived (in part or in full) by the Lessee.” 

meaning that the Lessee could waive even its obligation to provide the lease and rehabilitation 

guarantees before commencing the agreement. This clearly indicates a lack of attention in the 

preparation or understanding of the document by the responsible officer/s. 

Councillors were placed under great pressure to approve this questionable draft agreement, being 

given only a few days to review the confidential document. The confidentiality denied Councillors 

the opportunity for independent review or discussion. Requests by Councillors for independent legal 

advice were denied by the CEO. Councillors with no legal training or experience (i.e the majority of 

Council) were therefore forced to vote with only a minimal briefing from the City’s lawyers.  

A few Councillors worked long hours to amend a significantly flawed document, something they 

were not equipped, nor should be expected, to do. Some amendments were made, but these were 

only partly successful and the end result is a document with serious flaws remaining. 

Before the meeting to approve the draft on 6th April 2017, a number of pertinent questions were put 

to the City by Mr R Kronberger (a lawyer and interested ratepayer). These questions were neither 

read out nor answered at the meeting, as required by the LGA, and written replies were provided 

some time later, after the agreement had been executed. Several of the answers provided are either 

false or misleading. 

Comment 14 – The Lease Agreement. 
Urbnsurf (Perth) Pty Ltd as a Party 

The lease agreement is signed by Urbnsurf (Perth) Pty Ltd as the result of a last-minute change 

during the negotiations. (See Comments 3 and 11 above). 

Wave Park Group Pty Ltd submitted the expression of interest, was invited by CoM to submit a 

proposal and did so as Wave Park Group Pty Ltd.   It is named as the proponent in the business case 

and is the party named in the advertisements required by s3.59 of the LGA.  
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In its resolution of 20th February 2017, Council authorised the CEO to negotiate an agreement with 

Wave Park Group Pty Ltd, not Urbnsurf. 

Urbnsurf (Perth) Pty Ltd is a wholly owned $100 subsidiary of Wave Park Group Pty Ltd. Urbnsurf is a 

different legal person from WPG. In addition to its separate identity, its limited capital and further 

separation from the shareholders of Wave Park Group Pty Ltd significantly affect the risk to the City 

as a party to any agreement. 

There is substantial legal argument that the agreement signed with Urbnsurf is in breach of section 

3.59(6) of the LGA as this substitution represents a significant change to the business case and the 

major land transaction therefore must comply with s3.59 as a new proposal. 

There is further and separate argument that since Urbnsurf is not the party advertised as required 

by the LGA it is therefore not a legitimate party to the major land transaction as intended by s3.59. 

The City has been formally notified of these issues but has failed to respond. 

Price 

As discussed in Comment 8 above, the rent has been determined to match the offer received. 

Informed sources have stated that commercial land near Perth Airport, (for example) which attracts 

none of the riverfront premium, can be let at twice the rental charged in this agreement. Residential 

use would conservatively attract 3 times the price, with commensurately higher rate income in the 

future.  

The valuation report suggests that better value may be obtained from other uses. There appears to 

have been no effort to realise the riverfront premium of the site, nor to negotiate a better deal for 

the ratepayers. This does not sit well with the City’s stated objective of providing a more secure 

financial future through this deal. 

Risk 

The change of Lessee to Urbnsurf in the lease agreement adds significantly to the risk of the City due 

to the lack of assets and the remoteness of shareholders of substance. This would normally be 

addressed by a parent company guarantee or performance warranty by WPG, but there is no such 

provision in the lease. This is a  significant omission increasing the City’s risk. 

The City has committed $9.42 million to meet its commitment to make the bowling club site 

available to the Lessee by 1st October 2017 as required by the lease. By this date, the Lessee has no 

commitments to meet. The Lessee need only meet its preconditions by 28 February 2019, and can 

elect NOT to do so at any time, or can seek extensions of time. The City’s $9.42 million investment in 

preparing the site is totally at risk in the interim. 

Some of the Lessee’s preconditions can be met only by satisfying the Lessee in his absolute 

discretion. There is no objective test as to whether or not the Lessee has taken reasonable steps to 

satisfy himself or not, nor what may constitute satisfaction. The Lessee is able to abort the 

agreement without consequence. This creates considerable uncertainty and risk for the Lessor. 

A rehabilitation guarantee is an important element of the City’s risk mitigation, yet the value of this 

is stated in the agreement as “to be determined”. The risk to the City is heightened by the absence of 

any definition of when or how the guarantee may be used. There is further confusion where the 

agreement has conflicting provisions for the expiry and return of the rehabilitation guarantee. 

Given $100 total assets of Urbnsurf (Perth) Pty Ltd, it is surprising that no personal guarantee is 

sought from any director, nor is there any parent company guarantee or performance warranty  to 
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offer the City recourse to Wave Park Group Pty Ltd, its directors or its shareholders for performance 

of the contract. Such guarantees are common practice in development projects. 

There is no provision in the lease for access to the exclusive wave park technology in the event of 

WPG failing. This leaves the City exposed in this situation to having a wave park that it can neither 

operate nor maintain. 

Termination 

The Lessee can effectively terminate the agreement at any time by deciding, in his absolute 

discretion, that certain of his preconditions will not be met. In this situation the Lessor, possibly 

having spent its ratepayers  money, has no option but to terminate the agreement, but has no 

recourse to any compensation for expenditure made in good faith to meet its obligations, which are 

to be met months before those of the Lessee. 

 

Time 

The Lessor is obliged to meet commitments considerably earlier than the Lessee. Having met its 

commitments, the Lessor is then exposed to indefinite delays by the Lessee made possible by 

generous provisions for extension of time. It may be many years before the Lessee eventually fulfils 

its preconditions. In the interim, the Lessors investment of ratepayer funds is fully at risk. 

Environment 

The agreement contains no acknowledgement of the sensitive nature of the surrounding 

environment. Environmental clauses are weak and refer only to damage within the site. There is no 

protection against damage to neighbouring property, this including the environmentally sensitive 

Alfred Cove A Class nature reserve and the Swan Estuary Marine Park.  

The lack of adequate recognition and complete absence of any measure of protection for these 

significant conservation areas in the agreement is a remarkable omission, given the high 

conservation value of these neighbours. 

General 

There are many other areas where the lease terms may be criticised, such as escalation, rent 

reviews, commencement date, rent-free holidays, all of which add up to an arrangement that is 

strongly biased in favour of the Lessee. The City has really failed it ratepayers in not seeking or 

securing a more balanced arrangement. 

Comment 15 – Amalgamation of Bowls Clubs 
The two bowls clubs can be amalgamated quite satisfactorily, and far more economically, in the 

existing premises of the Melville Bowling Club. There is adequate space in the existing MBC club 

house and a sufficient number of greens to accommodate both clubs. In fact, the relocation of the 

clubs to the new facility at Tompkins Park will benefit neither the bowling clubs nor the current users 

of the Tompkins Park premises and will compromise the future viability of both groups. This can only 

lead to higher ratepayer subsidies of these clubs. 

Existing greens at the MBC facility can be upgraded at a far lower cost than the new greens proposed 

for Tompkins Park. 

The relocation of the bowling clubs to Tompkins Park is motivated primarily by the City’s stated 

intention to use the MBC site for commercial purposes.  The conflict of interest discussed at 

Comment 1 above is seen as a strong influence in this matter. 
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Comment 16 – Public Open Space Item 1 
The City’s statement that public open space will not be reduced is not correct. The City has recently 

applied to the Minster for Lands to purchase an area of crown land designated as a foreshore 

reserve to include in the wave park site. This is currently public open space and will be incorporated 

into the wave park site. 

Comment 17 – Public Open Space again Item 2 
The City’s statement is again not correct. The fenced area of the bowling club is approximately 1.4Ha 

or about a third of the 4.1Ha footprint of the wave park, not “the bulk” as stated. Two thirds of the 

area is currently freely accessible to the public. 

Comment 18 – Responsibility Environmental Assessment and Planning 
(Items 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10   and 20 of the original submission and the City’s response) 

The City has abrogated any and all responsibility for environmental assessment, and also for the 

planning suitability of the project, yet persists in promoting the project. The EPBC Act calls for the 

Precautionary Principal to apply, yet the City has signed a lease agreement with no prior assessment, 

in the face of well publicised environmental concern.  In the case of item 10 it reflects a failure of the 

City’s due diligence investigations as overseas experience has shown that leakage is a significant risk 

for the wave park. In the case of item 20, all planning considerations have been cast aside, ostensibly 

in the name of future financial sustainability, yet the project depends on ratepayer subsidy. 

Comment 19 – Water Health Management (Item 6) 
This information has been kept a close secret by the City and proponent alike. Why should health 

issues be treated as confidential? 

Comment 20 – Letter from DPaW (Items 13 and 14) 
The City’s statement is not correct. The letter was noted in the report but was not tabled nor made 

available to Councillors or the public. Please refer to comment 12 above. 

Comment 21 – Traffic in Local Areas (Item 15) 
Traffic remains an important issue. Nearly all traffic options discussed to date involve a significant 

impact on the local residential area, both from parking and from the diversion of volumes of 

Tompkins Park and wave park traffic through (currently) quiet suburban streets. If the City believes 

the impact is not significant they have not been listening to residents. 

Comment 22 – Problems with wave parks overseas (Items 17, 18) 
The City’s bland assumption that Urbnsurf will succeed where others have failed reflects an alarming 

faith in the proponents capability when read in conjunction with the City’s failure to meet even basic 

standards of due diligence. This again raises questions regarding the City’s motivation in supporting 

this project. 

Conclusion 
The words “false”, “not correct”, “mislead”, “misrepresent”, “secret”, “not disclosed” or words of 

similar import appear over thirty times in these comments. This is a sorry reflection of how the wave 

park project has been managed by the City of Melville, showing lack of transparency and probity. It 

also reflects the City’s portrayal of the project to the Committee for Environment and Public Affairs. 

There is much environmental risk to the important neighbouring reserves and financial risk to the 

City and its ratepayers in pursuing this venture at this location. Given the lack of disclosure and lack 

of probity in its management it should not be allowed to proceed in this form at this time. 
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18 September 2017 
 

Enquiries: Mr Louis Hitchcock – 9364 0625 

Your Reference: Petition No.11 

 
 

Hon Matthew Swinbourn MLC 
Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs 
Parliament House 
Harvest Terrace 
PERTH WA 6000 

 

 
 
 
Dear Mr Swinbourn 

 

 
 
CITY OF MELVILLE RESPONSE TO PETITION NO.11 – WAVE PARK, ALFRED 

 
Thank you for your letter dated 17 August 2017 referring to the above petition tabled in the 
Legislative Council on 13 June 2017 by the Hon Pierre Yang MLC. 

 
We note that the Hon Mr Yang’s submission to you dated 10 July 2017 refers to the information 
in the submission being provided by representatives of the petitioners, being Mr Tom Lubin on 
behalf of the Alfred Cove Action Group (unincorporated) dated 30 June 2017 and that the 
Honourable Members knowledge of the Wave Park proposal largely comes from the information 
provided by representatives of the Alfred Cove Action Group who have objected to the proposal. 

 
To assist with your inquiries in relation to the petition, the City is happy to provide comment in 
relation  to  the  manner  in  which  the  City  has  assessed  the  Wave  Park  proposal  from 
URBNSURF and dealt with it in accordance with statutory process under the relevant sections 
of the Local Government Act 1995. We are also happy to provide a response on each of the 
reasons Mr Lubin listed in his petition for apposing the Wave Park proposal. 

 
The Wave Park Proposal Assessment and Ground Lease Approval 

 
In June 2016 the Council resolved at its Ordinary Meeting (1) to direct the Chief Executive 
Officer to investigate and report to the Council suitable future recreational uses of the existing 
Melville Bowling Club site at Tomkins Park, Alfred Cove for a possible financial contribution 
towards the redevelopment of a “Sporting Hub” at Tompkins Park which would also see the 
building of a new bowling club facility for the Melville Bowls Club. 

 
In September 2016 the City received an unsolicited ground lease proposal (2) from  
URBSURF (3) to build and operate a world class surf sports park facility on the existing 
Melville Bowls Club site at Tomkins Park. The proposal was assessed by the City and 
considered to provide a number of benefits and opportunities to assist the City in meeting its 
vision and strategic goals. Some of these benefits include improved place activation, increased 
diversity and relevance, increased opportunities for sport development, increased tourism, 
increase in economic benefit and job creation (Refer Attachment 1 – Wave Park Economic 
Impact Assessment) (7) and a secure long term ground lease income stream to the City to 
achieve its objective for long term financial sustainability into the future (4). The City sees the 
future wave park sports facility and upgraded 

Commentary on City’s Response 

The highlighted numbers inserted into 

the text of the City’s response refer to 

the numbered comments in the 

Commentary attached. 
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Tompkins Park Sporting & Recreational Hub benefiting not only the local community but also 
the broader regional community. With the introduction of surfing as a competitive event at the 
forthcoming Olympic Games, community interest in surfing as a sports and recreational activity 
is expected to grow and the Tompkins Park Hub is expected to cater for this increased demand 
by the community. The relocation of the two bowling clubs into Tomkins Park Sports Hub will in 
year 1 generate a $48,000 saving not including the sale of the Mt Pleasant site (approximately 
($3.5M) (5) 

 
The City undertook detailed due diligence analysis of the proposal (10) submitted by 
URBNSURF (3) 
which included among other things:-  

1. Independent risk assessment of the proposal, (Refer Attachment 2) (6) 
2. Independent economic impact assessment study, (Refer Attachment 1) (7) 
3. Independent market valuation of the ground lease value of the site (Refer 

Attachment 3);  (8) and 
4. Legal advice on the structure and ground lease and development agreement. (9) 

 
A detailed Business Case was prepared by the City (11) and advertised publically State-wide for 
a period of eight weeks together with a Public Notice in accordance with Section 3.59 of the 
LGA 
1995 calling for public submissions. Public submissions (12) both for the proposal totalling 3,026 
and 
against the proposal totalling 651 were audited and presented in a Report to the Council (Refer 
Attachment 4) in February 2017 at which the Council resolved to progress the preparation of a 
draft ground lease and development agreement with URBNSURF (3) subject to Council’s final 
approval. In April 2017, the Council resolved to approve the ground lease agreement with 
URBNSURF and shortly after the conditional ground lease agreement was signed and executed 
by the City under Common Seal and by the Directors of URBNSURF. (13) 

 
The ground lease agreement (14) is conditional upon URBNSURF (Lessee) achieving 
development approval from the relevant State Government Agencies and obtaining the 
necessary finances to build and operate the wave park sports facility. In addition, the City will be 
relocating the Melville Bowls Club into the new Bowls facility at Tompkins Park before the site is 
made available for URBNSURF to undertake building and construction. It is anticipated that 
these conditions will be satisfied by the end of 2018. Notwithstanding the outcome of the wave 
park proposal, the amalgamation of the two bowling clubs, being the Melville Bowls Club and 
Mount Pleasant Bowling Club, will proceed.(15) 

 
Response to Mr Lubin’s Petition and Reasons for Apposing the Wave Park Proposal 

 
In Mr Lubin’s petition dated 30 June 2017, he listed twenty one reasons as to why he and the 
Wave Park Action Group appose the Wave Park proposal. We have sought to respond to these 
individually below:- 

 
1. This commercial operation will significantly reduce the public open space on the Swan 
River foreshore (currently available to the community) for the next 50 years. Private 
commercial enterprise is not an appropriate use of public open space. 

 
Response - The proposed Wave Park Surf Sports Facility is a recreational facility which will be 
open to the public to utilise. The proponent URBNSURF have demonstrated to the City that their 
facility will not reduce the public open space along the Swan River foreshore and will infact 
enhance the public open space for public and community.(16) The facility will provide a state of 
the art new sport activity (Olympic Sport) for residents at various age groups. 
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2. The footprint of the Wave Park takes up land designated as riverside public open space 
Reserve and riparian buffer strip reserve. 

 
Response – The City believes the Wave Park proposed activity is consistent with the current 
sporting and recreational uses at Tompkins Park and will not encroach on the reserve strip and 
will have a natural buffer from the river foreshore in keeping with the natural amenity that 
currently exists. Note the bulk of the current site is a fenced off 1960’s Bowling club and is not 
accessible by the general public.(17) 

 
3. The wave park site abuts the Alfred Cove ‘A’ Class nature reserve. The Reserve is an 
asset of inestimable value. It is used by migratory and resident bird species such as the 
endangered Carnaby’s cockatoo and vulnerable Red-tailed Black cockatoo. There has 
been a significant decline in both the number of bird species and the numbers of birds 
within particular species, both resident and migratory, that frequent this reserve and the 
proposed Wave Park can only increase this decline. It is home to native mammals and is 
enormously vulnerable to the impacts of surrounding activities. A wave park will result in 
inescapable short and long-term ecological damage to this reserve and its vicinity arising 
from noise pollution, light pollution, traffic, litter, vibration from wave park machinery etc. 

 
Response – The City is well aware of the Marine Sanctuary and Nature Reserve at Alfred Cove 
and has been assured by the Director General of the Department of Parks and Wildlife that any 
development application by URBNSURF for the Wave Park proposal will be assessed in 
accordance with environmental legislation and the statutory process (18) thoroughly before any 
decision is made to approve the development application. 

 
4. The site overlooks the Swan Estuary Marine Park, another area of high conservation 
significance, home to seagrass beds which are breeding grounds for the marine life which 
supports much of the estuarine ecosystem right up to river dolphins which are frequent 
Visitors to Alfred Cove. Its mud flats are host to migratory birds, some of which fly in from 
as far afield as Siberia, some of which are listed as “critically endangered”. 

 
Response – As stated above in point 3 response the City is aware of this and is assured that 
this will be taken into consideration as part of the statutory environmental assessment process 
that will be undertaken as part of the development application. (18) 

 
5. The migratory birds using the Alfred Cove nature reserve and the Swan Estuary Marine 
Park are the subject of bilateral international agreements with China, Japan and Republic 
of Korea for the preservation of the East Asian – Australasian Flyway and the conservation 
of the listed species. Australia has an important obligation not to disrupt these reserves. 

 
Response – Again, I refer to the City’s response at points 3 & 4 above (18) 

 
6. A large body of fresh water next to the Swan River will inevitably attract ducks and seagulls 
whose defecation in the water will create a potential health hazard. This will necessitate 
the use of bird deterrents (typically in the form of high-frequency noise emitters). Use of 
bird deterrents next to a bird sanctuary is a serious form of noise pollution. 

 
Response – The City has been briefed by URBSURF who how it intends to manage the quality 
of the surf lagoon water body and this will form part of their Water Management Plan which will 
need  to  be  assessed  by  the  Department  of  Water  and  DPaW  during  the  development 
application phase. (19)  
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7. There will be inevitable and substantial disruption to the regionally significant ecological 
linkage. Such linkages enable the passage of wildlife between bushland feeding areas and 
are necessary for survival in the ever more densely populated metropolitan area. The 
proposed wave park will obstruct this linkage over almost its entire width at this point. 

 
Response – Again, I refer to the City’s response at points 3, 4 & 5 above. (18) 

 
8. The entire area of the proposed Wave Park site falls within the Bush Forever Site 331. As 
such it should be left as is or restored to natural bush. Commercial development is in direct 
contradiction of Government policy for designated Bush Forever sites. 

 
Response – The site for the proposed Wave Park sits wholly within the cleared Tompkins Park 
playing fields and the Melville Bowling Club greens. The proposal by URBNSURF does not 
require the removal of any native or introduce vegetation on the site and will be subject to 
assessment by DPaW.(18) 

 
9. Tompkins Park was used as a rubbish and building materials tip prior to its rehabilitation 
some years ago when a layer of sand was used to cover the refuse. As of January 2017 it is a 
listed Contaminated Site, containing asbestos, classified as “remediated for restrictive use”. A 
DER report states that the land use of the site is restricted to ‘recreational open space’ and “the 
site appears suitable for continued use as public open space”. The substantial excavations 
required to build the 2.2Ha lagoon will expose much of the waste material, and if conventional 
cut-to-fill construction is used, the contaminated material will end up in the embankment wall of 
the lagoon. 

 
Response – The proposed use of the site for surf sports and recreational activities is consistent 
with current recreational and sporting uses on the site and the current status of the site being 
“remediated for restrictive use” does not prevent these uses on the site. The City is aware that 
the status of the site will be considered by DPaW in its assessment of any future development 
application. (Refer Attachment 5 - Contamination Investigation Report). 

 
10. Major environmental damage would follow in the highly probable eventuality of seepage or 
flooding from a leak in the surfing lagoon. Such leaks have caused litigation and substantial 
damage from flooding at wave parks overseas using the same technology. Leaking or seepage 
of water from the contaminated area into the Swan River could have severe consequences for 
the marine ecosystem. 

 
Response – This is an assertion by the Petitioner and the City is confident that the Minister for 
Environment  will consider  all the relevant facts around the proposal and any potential for 
negative environmental impacts and damage that may or may not result from the facility. (18) 

 
11. The City of Melville plans to extend Tompkins Park playing fields eastward to compensate 
for those to be occupied by the Wave Park, so the City’s water demand will not reduce. The 
water consumption of the Wave Park will be 1800mm per year pan evaporation from the lagoon, 
plus further evaporation due to droplets and spray from the breaking waves, plus effluent 
losses, garden, toilet, shower and kitchen consumption for 300,000 users per year. This will 
place significant additional strain on the aquifer. 
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Response – URBNSURF will be responsible for advising as to the proposed process for 
accessing their ground water requirements with the necessary applications to the Department of 
Water and the City of Melville through the development application phase. 

 
12. Unacceptably high environmental and commercial risks remain due to the lack of due 
diligence by the City of Melville in its business case, and in its failure to properly review and act 
on public submissions regarding this project. 

 
Response – The City undertook detailed due diligence on the proposal and sought independent 
advice from consultants in the process before finalising its Business Case. (4), (6), (8), (9), (10), 
(14).(In addition the City chose to extend the public notice and submissions period from 6 weeks 
to 8 weeks to allow the public plenty of time to make submissions. All submissions received by 
the City by the closing date were recorded and a report on submissions was prepared and 
present to the Council (12) (Refer Attachment 6 - Council Report) before a decision to 
approve progressing the ground lease agreement was made. The ground lease agreement 
contains protections for the City by way of guarantees (14) to be provided by URBNSURF.  

 
13. Failure on the part of the CoM to consult with the Department of Parks and Wildlife (DPaW) 
in spite of the site lying totally within the San-Canning Development Control Area (Swan River 
Trust Board is part of DPaW) prior to executing the conditional lease. 

 
Response – During the public submission phase the City wrote to the Department of Parks and 
Wildlife and a received a written response from the Director General of DPaW regarding the 
Wave Park proposal and this response was tabled in the report to the Council in February 2017. 
(20) (Refer Attachment 5) 

 
14. In addition, DPaW’s submission to the CoM CEO, stating some highly relevant matters to be 
considered prior to the granting of a lease was never, to the best of our knowledge, provided to 
the Melville Councillors prior to the voting on granting a conditional lease to the Wave Park 
Group. 

 
Response – The City is unaware of this claim by the Petitioner and as mentioned at point 13 
above, the City tabled the response in the report to the Council. (20) (Refer Attachment 6 - 
Council Report) 

 
15. The total annual attendance at the wave park is forecast by the developer at approximately 
300,000. Canning Highway is the only access road and is one of the most congested 
Roads in WA. The Wave Park will substantially increase traffic and affect the surrounding 
areas which are primarily residential. 

 
Response – The forecast annual attendance numbers of 300,000 represent less than half of the 
700,000 people who attend the Melville Recreational Centre at the corner of Canning Hwy and 
Stock Rd Palmyra and are considered by the City not to have a significant impact on traffic flows 
and the surrounding areas. ( 2 1 ) The Department of Main Roads has been advised and 
will be referred to by DPaW to provide comment on the proposal when the development 
application is lodged. The City is aware that the Department of Main Roads may require 
URBNSURF to prepared a traffic impact assessment report as part of this process. Note that 
the facility only can have so many people per hour which reduces and manages traffic flows 

 
16.  The Wave Park developer has no experience whatsoever in developing, building, or 
operating such a theme park facility nor does his company have the funds for such a 
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venture. 
 
Response – The City is aware that this is a new venture and the proponent, whilst having no 
track record, is introducing a new technology to Australia (10) and is progressing its Melbourne 
and Sydney Wave Park projects ahead of the Perth project. The City had consultants prepare 
an independent risk assessment report which included an assessment of the proponent’s 
background and capacity to deliver the project. (6) The City is satisfied that together with its 
Solicitors advice, has taken reasonable measures to mitigate any risk through documenting in 
the lease protections for the City. (9), (14) (Refer Attachment 2 - Risk Assessment Report) 

 
17   The technology proposed by the developer has not operated without environmental 
incident anywhere it has been installed. 

 
Response – URBNSURF was not the owner or operator of the overseas wave park facilities. 
(22) 

 
18.  There are no examples anywhere of a Wave Park, using the developer's technology, 
operating as a commercially successful business. The two most referred to Wave Park, 
Snowdonia, in Wales and NLAND Surf in Austin Texas have been closed several times 
due to significant leaks and water quality issues of the surf lagoon. 

 
Response – This is an assertion by the Petitioner and the City has no information to suggest 
that other overseas wave parks have not operated successfully. Once again, URBNSURF is not 
the owner or operator of these facilities. (22) 

 
19.  The Wave Park does not contribute to the overall amenity of the area which is already well 
served for water sports, eating, drinking and recreation facilities. 

 
Response – The City believes the wave park surf sports and recreational facility will provide a 
unique sporting and recreational aquatic activity for the public and community and is confident 
that it will contribute significantly to the amenity at Tompkins Park Recreational Park. The 
project has the potential to demonstrate that Tompkins Park can become a local and regional 
sporting hub destination for the public and may lead the way for future sporting hubs to develop 
around Perth and Western Australia. 

 
20.  The proposal contravenes a wide range of existing Government and City planning and 
conservation policies and guidelines. 

 
Response – The City is confident that the proposal complies with the permitted uses on the site 
including State and Local Government Planning Policies and Guidelines and the proposed use 
will be subject to a full assessment during the development application phase. 

 
21.  Due to the high cost of relocating the Melville Bowling Club and rearranging Tompkins 
Park playing fields to accommodate the Wave Park, financial benefit to the City is marginal at 
best, and there is a strong possibility that Ratepayers will in fact subsidise this private 
development. 

 
Response – The relocation of the Melville Bowls Clubs 300 meters to the east on Tompkins 
Park to new facilities is part of the City delivering on the its Bowls Strategy recommendations. It 
will see an improved facility and amenity for the Melville Bowls Club and should the Wave Park 
proposal not receive approval or proceed, the City has budget for and is committed to delivery 
the new Bowls facility at Tompkins Park. This is not dependent on funding from any future 
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ground lease income the City may receive form URBNSURF. (Refer Attachment 7 - Financial 
Analysis), which excludes reference to any potential ground lease income and rates from the 
wave park sports facility. 

 
Thankyou for providing the City with the opportunity to comment on the petition and we are 
happy to assist your Committee further in relation to this matter should you require it. 

 
Yours sincerely 

 
 
 
 
 
Dr Shayne Silcox 
Chief Executive Officer 
City of Melville 

 

 
 
ATTACHMENTS 

 
1. Wave Park Economic Impact Assessment 

 
2. Risk Assessment – Wave Park Recreational Facility, Tompkins Park 

a)  Redacted Version 
b)  Un-redacted Version 

 
3. Market Rental Valuation 

a)  Redacted Version 
b)  Un-redacted Version 

 
4. Report to Council 

a)  Item CD17/8095 dated 21 February 2017 
b)  Item CD16/8092 dated 28 November 2016 
c)  Business Case 

 
5. Detailed Site Investigation Report Tomkins Park 

 
6. Report to Council Item M17/5544 dated 6 April 2017 

 
7. Financial Analysis 

 
8. Ground Lease Agreement 
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Wave Park Lease approved by Council 
 

City of Melville Councillors have given their approval to progress the signing of a ground lease for 
the development of a widely publicised Wave Park facility in Alfred Cove. 

 
Following a number of amendments and gruelling debate into the early hours of the morning, 
Council’s decision at the Special Meeting, now directs the Chief Executive Officer and the Mayor 
to proceed with the execution of the ground lease agreement for the surf and recreation facility. 

 
City of Melville Mayor Russell Aubrey welcomed the decision. 

 
“Councils decision to progress to execution of the lease is a significant step towards what will be 
a unique and transformative development both for the Melville community and for the State,” 
Mayor Aubrey said. 

 
“From the beginning, there has been a lot of interest in this project from the community which was 
evident through the high number of submissions the City received with over 3000 in support and 
over 650 against, clearly showing there was wide spread support for this type of facility to be 
established in Perth. 

 
FOR The Proposal - Total:  3,026 

 
• 719 Resident support to Proposal 
• 2,307  Non-Residents support the proposal 

 
AGAINST The Proposal - Total:  651 

 
• 587 Residents object against the proposal 
• 64 Non-Residents object against the proposal 

 
“The City has worked through a long process guided clearly by the Local Government Act, 
allowing the project to be fully considered and measures put in place to ensure the appropriate 
assessment of risks and impacts will be conducted, as a condition of the lease. 

 
“It is the responsibility of the City and Councillors to plan for the long term needs of the 
community and for Melville residents and ratepayers this project offers both social and economic 
benefits.” 

 
“CEO Dr Shayne Silcox highlighted that for ratepayers in particular, the development would 
provide a financial opportunity to help keep rate increases as low as possible into the future. 

 
“During the construction stage of the project, estimates tell us that approximately 20% of the 
$28.0 million total construction cost for this facility will be directly returned to the local economy, 
with 51 FTE jobs and an estimated $5.2 million in incomes and salaries paid to City of Melville 
households. This is a win for our community,” Dr Silcox said. 

 
“When operating the project will also have the potential to deliver 

 
• $25.3 million worth of additional output (including $10.3 million in direct impacts) 
• $11.9 million contribution to GRP (including $4.0 million through direct impacts) 
• $7.6 million in incomes and salaries paid to households (including $2.7 million in direct 

incomes) 
• Employment totaling 122 FTE jobs (including 53 direct jobs) 
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“In addition to economic benefits, the project is also likely to provide social benefits to the City of 
Melville once operational 

 
“These include: 

 
• Increased employment of unskilled and older/youth labour; 
• Increased tourism visitation to other areas within the City of Melville; 
• Increased local participation in sport and sport development opportunities; 
• Improved place activation and more diverse local use of the space; 

• Improved community involvement. 

 
“Importantly, one of the City’s priorities is to support a healthy and active community, and we are 
thrilled we will be able to deliver a new and additional sport to our community if the project goes 
ahead. 

 
“A transformational project of this type is complex by nature and our Councillors and officers 
have worked through the issues to reach this milestone. It is now up to the Wave Park Group to 
meet the conditions of the lease over the next 12 to 18 months before the project can become a 
reality.” 

 
Once signed, the lease requires the Wave Park Group to secure approvals from a large number of 
external agencies including the Department of Parks and Wildlife. Without those approvals, the 
project will not go ahead. 


